Stop it…search it…seize it…
and Interstates, as well as those who
frequent hotel/motels and other public
places.
All material is taught and
conducted so participants can develop
the skills and confidence required working
Criminal Interdiction.






Proper K-9 deployment methods
and case law pertaining to K-9’s
How to properly and thoroughly
search vehicles
How
to
locate
hidden
contraband in very sophisticated
compartments
Current methods of contraband
packaging

Also students will learn and see



THE “ADDICTION”



FORCRIMINAL

INTERDICTIONAND
PATROLLING
Presented by
Greg Goltz

Get “Addicted” with the many whom
have learned the “ins and outs” of
Criminal Patrol techniques. Offered now
from CRIMINALaddiction Inc. are 2
courses. The ‘Original’ 2 ½ day course
and now the 2 day course of ALL HIDDEN
COMAPRTMENTS. They are developed
especially for: Prosecutors, Uniformed
patrol officers, K-9 Handlers, Investigators
and supervisors who are actively, or
interested in proactively locating and
seizing contraband from individuals that
use the nation’s highways, city streets

An amount of drugs that was hidden from
officers. But when they started searching,
they located this “stash” quickly because
they knew what tips could help them.

The 2.5 Day course: Criminal/Drug
Interdiction
Techniques
and
Concealment
Locations
Major
elements include:
 The current patterns and trends of
contraband smugglers
 How to make the initial traffic stop
safely and then it into the Criminal
Interdiction arrest
 Identify the conversational questions and concealed interviews
during the encounter
 How to request consent properly
and legally







How to make Controlled Deliveries
Real life, In-Car camera footage of
Criminal Interdiction arrests and
contraband locations
Hundreds of current photos of actual
arrests, compartments etc…
Up to date case law
How Drugs are tied to some Terrorist
networks cells and how to stop them
Proper way to make currency
seizures using Asset Forfeiture
Binded course outline manual for
each student to keep for court or
future reference
Identify how to be more officer safety
consciousAnd most importantly how
to do all this legally and correctly

The 2.0 Day Course:
Hidden
Compartments and Other Areas of
Concealment includes:




Locating hidden contraband in
very sophisticated compartments
Learn various ways hidden
compartments can be located
See the inherent value to take
legal searches to the legal limit

www.criminaladdiction.com
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Learning the importance of a
thorough search after Probable
Cause is revealed

Discovering magnets and their
value

Learning of areas even small-time
users may hide small amounts of
contraband.

Learning how to bypass electrical
compartments

Discovering traps in Recreational
Vehicles and Campers

Discovering traps in other things
hauled in or on vehicles
Special Requirements for these
Courses: A thirst for gaining an insight
on
properly
doing
Criminal
Interdiction arrests and locating
where contraband is hidden.

Greg Goltz is a 28 year
veteran trooper with a large
Midwest
state
police
agency. He is the instructor
for his agency in Criminal
Interdiction/Patrolling and
has instructed Criminal
Interdiction/Patrolling
to
thousands of law enforcement officers and their
agencies from all over the United States. Greg
is a veteran Police Service Dog handler,
Firearms Instructor and Troop C Team Leader
for SWAT. He also worked very successfully in
undercover operations purchasing illegal drugs
of all kinds. While working in the Uniform
Division he has seized millions of dollars in
United States currency and literally thousands
of pounds of contraband all while making
normal traffic stops that he turned into Criminal
Interdiction arrests.
He created his own business known as
CRIMINALaddiction Inc. and now travels all
over the United States putting on seminars
about these topics with courses labeled:
Criminal/Drug Interdiction Techniques and
Concealment
Locations
and
Hidden
Compartments and Other
areas of
Concealment.
He is a declared Expert
witness in both the State and Federal court
systems and actively testifies about this subject
matter. He has received numerous awards for
his Interdiction efforts and the training he
provides, and currently has several “record
size” seizures.
He also has made presentations about this
subject matter to several Governors. Greg is
also responsible for very important case law
that better enables officers to do this work
including the now important United States v.
Morgan, Walker, Jones. He still works the road
in the Uniform Division and still actively
pursues these criminals during his everyday

encounters. He also still works with other
officers who have had tremendous success
using these techniques. Join him, as he
wants to spread his knowledge of catching
“bad guys” and learn firsthand from
individuals who are out there every day
working the “ins and outs” of criminal
interdiction.
.
Call Greg at (402) 631-9711 if you are interested
or have any questions. References and
testimonials available if desired.
Or go to
www.criminaladdiction.com
or
ggoltz@hamilton.net
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Over 1000 lbs. of marijuana seized by an
officer who uses the techniques.

